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Abstract
The instant where a signal changes its polarity is referred to as a zero-crossing instant.
Zero-crossings-based signal analysis is broadly classified into two categories: (i) repre-
sentation of signals in terms of zero-crossing instants, and (ii) relating the zero-crossing
statistics to the signal properties. Logan showed that signal representation in terms of zero-
crossing instants is unique only when the spectrum of a signal is frequency limited to an
octave band. However, practically feasible algorithms for stable reconstruction of signals
from zero-crossing instants is still an active area of research. Rice’s seminal result relates
the zero-crossing rate of a stationary Gaussian process to its autocorrelation function. Ke-
dem showed that, for a sampled stationary Gaussian process, the autocorrelation at lag one
and the rate of change of signs between neighbouring samples are related to each other by
the arc-cosine formula.
The focus of our research is real zero-crossings of either the real or imaginary parts of
the spectrum, henceforth, referred to as spectral zero-crossings. The two major contribu-
tions of this thesis are: (a) spectral zero-crossings enable temporal localization of transients,
and (b) suitability of modelling transient signals using spectral zero-crossings. With regard
to transient localization, we develop a spectral dual of Kedem’s result linking temporal
zero-crossing rate to the spectral centroid. The key requirement is stationarity, which we
achieve through random-phase modulations of the time-domain signal. Transient signals
are not amenable to modelling in the time domain since they are bursts of energy local-
ized in time and lack structure. We show that the spectrum of transient signals have rich
modulation structure and based on this observation we propose an amplitude-modulation –
frequency-modulation (AM-FM) model to the spectrum based on spectral zeros.
We begin with the generalization of Kedem’s arc-cosine formula for lags greater than
one and show that the rate of sign changes between samples separated by lag ` is related
to the autocorrelation of the input stochastic process at that lag. The relationship, known
as the generalized arc-cosine formula, is also derived under the assumption of a stationary
Gaussian process. For the specific case of a sinusoid in white Gaussian noise, He and Ke-
dem devised an iterative filtering algorithm and showed that the iterative filtering leads to
a contraction mapping. The filter employed is an autoregressive filter of order one and the
location of the pole is the parameter that is updated based on the filtered output. We use the
higher-order property, which relates the autocorrelation to the expected zero-crossing rate
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(ZCR) of the filtered process, between lagged zero-crossing rate and higher-lag autocorre-
lation to develop an iterative higher-order autoregressive filtering scheme, which stabilizes
the zero-crossing rate and consequently provides robust estimates of the autocorrelation at
higher lags.
Next, we investigate zero-crossing properties of critically sampled power complemen-
tary filterbank outputs at the analysis stage. Subband analysis is an important tool in signal
processing that allows one to observe the signal characteristics at the granularity of choice.
Of the many classes of filterbanks used for carrying out subband analysis, power comple-
mentary filterbank is an important class preferred in synthesis applications. The power
symmetry conditions of the power complementary filterbanks guarantee that the sum of
the frequency responses of the prototype analysis filters sum to a constant. We consider
a stationary Gaussian process as the input to a maximally decimated M channel power
complementary analysis filterbank (PCAF) and derive the relationship between the ZCR of
the input Gaussian process at lags that are integer multiples ofM in terms of the subband
ZCRs. The relationship involves a weighted summation where the weight for a subband
is the subband variance normalized by the variance of the input process. Based on this
result, we propose a robust autocorrelation estimator for a signal consisting of a sum of
sinusoids of fixed amplitudes and uniformly distributed random phases. Robust subband
ZCRs are obtained through iterative filtering and the subband variances are estimated using
the method-of-moments estimator. We compare the performance of the proposed estimator
with the sample autocorrelation estimate in terms of bias, variance, and mean-squared er-
ror, and show through simulations that the performance of the proposed estimator is better
than the sample autocorrelation for medium to low SNR.
We then consider the zero-crossing statistics of either the real and imaginary parts of
the discrete Fourier spectrum. We define the spectral zero-crossing rate (SZCR) as the
number of sign changes in the real and imaginary parts of the spectrum divided by the
number of points in the spectrum. By considering a transient, well localized in the ob-
servation window, we show that SZCR contains information regarding the location of the
transient. We demonstrate the utility of SZCR to estimate interaural time delay between
the left and right head-related impulse responses. The accuracy of interaural time delay
plays a vital role in binaural synthesis and a comparison of the performance of the SZCR
estimates with that of the cross-correlation estimates illustrate that spectral zeros alone con-
tain enough information for accurately estimating interaural time delay. We then provide a
mathematical formalism for establishing the dual of the link between zero-crossing rate and
spectral centroid. Specifically, we show that the expected SZCR of a stationary spectrum
is a temporal centroid. The stationary spectrum for a deterministic sequence is obtained
by modulating the sequence with a random phase unit amplitude sequence. The notion
of a stationary spectrum is necessary for deriving counterparts of the results available in
temporal zero-crossings literature. The robustness of location information embedded in
SZCR is analyzed in the presence of a second transient within the observation window, and
also in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise. A spectral-domain iterative filter-
ing scheme based on autoregressive filters is presented and improvement in the robustness
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of the location estimates is shown through simulations. We conclude the topic of spec-
tral zero-crossings by considering the application of estimating the instants of significant
excitation (epochs) in voiced speech signals. A comparison of accuracies of SZCR-based
estimators with state-of-art epoch estimators shows that location information is accurately
estimated using spectral zeros.
The relationship between temporal centroid and spectral zero-crossing rate also finds
applications in frequency-domain linear prediction. Linear prediction of the discrete-cosine
transform coefficients provide a parametric representation of the temporal envelope and the
envelope so obtained is used in audio compression for suppressing pre-echoes. The predic-
tion coefficients are estimated by solving the Yule-Walker equations constructed from the
spectral autocorrelation. We use the relationship between the spectral autocorrelation and
temporal centroid to obtain the spectral autocorrelation directly by time-domain windowing
without explicitly computing the spectrum. The computational cost savings are significant
since a full set of spectral autocorrelations are obtained as a matrix-vector product, where
the entries of the matrix are constants and the entries of the vector are the squared sample
values. We show that the spectral autocorrelation obtained from the temporal centroid ap-
proach are identical to that obtained through the autocorrelation method.
We then propose a spectral-zero-crossings-based parametric model for the real or imag-
inary part of the discrete-time Fourier spectrum of a transient. Transient signals such as plo-
sives in speech or Castanets in audio do not have a specific modulation or periodic structure
in time domain. However, their spectra exhibit a prominent modulation structure, which
is a direct consequence of their narrow time localization. Based on this observation, we
propose a spectral-domain AM-FM model for transients. The real and imaginary parts of
the spectrum are modelled as products of amplitude and frequency modulation functions.
Since the model applies to the spectrum, the corresponding functions are spectral-amplitude
and group-delay functions. The parametric model allows one to get physically meaningful
group-delay and spectral-envelope functions, and finds applications in modelling of non-
stationary signals such as Castanets. The spectral AM-FM model is built starting from real
spectral zero-crossings. Taking into account the modulation structure and spectral con-
tinuity, a local polynomial regression technique is proposed to estimate the GD function
from the real spectral zeros. The SE is estimated based on the phase function computed
from the estimated GD. Since the GD estimate is parametric, the degree of smoothness
can be controlled directly. Simulation results based on synthetic transient signals generated
using a beta density function are presented to analyze the noise-robustness of the SE-GD
model. Three applications are considered: (i) SE-GD-based modelling of castanet sounds;
(ii) transient compression; and (iii) determining glottal closure instants in speech using a
short-time SE-GD model of the linear prediction residue.
Finally, we summarize our findings and provide an outlook on the potential avenues for
further research.
